Bon Mots

Everyone
thinks it.
I say it.
Recipe Corner
Key Elements of Pizza
Sauce, spices, cheese and
toppings, but the crust is the
key element of great pizza.
I’ve been experimenting for
years for the best and have
been leaning towards this
one handed down to David
Rocco by his grandmother.
Can’t get any more Italian.
Ingredients
4 cups all-purpose flour
1 tablespoon fresh yeast,
crumbled
3/4 cup white wine
2 tablespoons extra-virgin
olive oil
1 teaspoon salt
2 cups lukewarm water
Directions
Mound the flour on a
smooth work surface, and
create a well in the middle
of the flour. Break up the
cubes of yeast with your
hands and add it to the well,
along with the white wine,
olive oil and a portion of
salted lukewarm water.
Work the flour slowly, adding the rest of the salted
lukewarm water as needed
until it turns into a uniform
dough. Cover the dough and
let rest to rise for about 20
to 30 minutes. I usually pre
bake the crust on a perforated pizza pan until crisp but
not totally baked before
adding the rest. Then back
into the oven. Full recipes
for the Marinara sauce,
spices, etc. would take up
the entire newsletter. Drop
me an email if you want all
the recipes I have for pizza.
If you use pineapple...I’ll
ignore and pray for you.
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All the news I see fit to print.
Freedom of the press belongs to those who own one.

“President” Joe Biden violated federal law in his selection of a
supreme court jurist solely based on her sex and race. Joe
considered no one else, and instructed his staff to ignore any
other candidate. Apparently no white, Hispanic or Asian, or a
male, had the qualifications to serve or were even considered.

Wisconsin Added 29% of the ENTIRE VOTING POPULATION to
Voter Rolls in 10 Months Prior to the 2020 Election — 957,977
New Names. Seven percent of mail-in ballots were trafficked in
Wisconsin or 137,551 trafficked votes in an election decided by
20,682. At least 107 ballot traffickers were identified in the
state. There was 100% turnout in nursing homes in Zuckerberg
-funded Wisconsin cities – they stole the votes from seniors.
The voter rolls were deliberately not cleaned in the state with
millions of extra names. The state election commission
charged Republicans $12,500 for data requests but Democrats
were given similar data requests for free. Meanwhile, Hillary
claims the 2016 election was stolen from her...six years later.
Given the time lag on Hunter Biden’s laptop and Hillary’s
Federal Election Commission fine for cheating, we may get
some resolution to the 2020 election fraud around 2050?
They’ll have to dig up some of the perpetratitors (sic) given the
age of most of the Deep Swamp. The threat of a life sentence
for senior citizens doesn’t have quite the threat when the
wheels of justice roll at a snail’s pace.

Book Report
This 1999 stand alone is very
different from the Lincoln
Lawyer or Bosch novels.
Found it while searching for
the rest of the Lincoln
Lawyer books. Any book by
Connelly worth the time and
price. Don’t forget to check
out the Bosch TV series .

CNN hired Chris Wallace from
FOX for a new streaming
service. The hilarious result:
A total of $300 million has
already been invested into
CNN+, which attracts only
10,000 viewers per day. If my
math is correct, CNN+ paid
$30,000 per viewer. If my
math is incorrect, I went to
public schools. The stated
goal was to invest a total of
$1 billion — with a “B” — into
CNN+, which would basically
mean that these arrogant
narcissists intended to spend
a cool billion dollars to attract
about 25,000 daily viewers.
“Chrissie fit” coming?

-more-

Mal Mots
Science
doesn’t care
what you “believe”.
You’re Welcome

In 2008, Dr. Fauci co-authored a paper about the Spanish Flu
that caused millions of deaths at the time of the First World
War. He and his colleagues discovered that most of the victims
didn't die of the Spanish Flu. They died from bacterial
pneumonia...caused by...wearing masks.

The Constitution of the United States gives us the right to bear
arms, not the government. There are now 24 constitutional
carry states...Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Idaho,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Mississippi, Missouri,
Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, West
Virginia, and Wyoming...where you can carry a gun

You Don’t Mess With Texas
“To help local officials whose communities are being
overwhelmed by hordes of illegal immigration who are
being dropped off by the Biden Administration, Texas
is providing charter buses to send these illegal immigrants
who have been dropped off by the Biden Administration to
Washington, D.C.,” Governor Abbott said during a press conference in Weslaco, Texas. “We are taking them to the United
States Capitol where the Biden Administration will be able to
more immediately address the needs of the people that they
are allowing to come across our border,” the governor added.

I’m starting to wonder how much longer the USS Biden will stay
afloat. The Lame Stream Media is even questioning some of the
“logic” e.g. inflation due to Putin, climate change still an
unproven threat after 52 years of warning, electric cars the
answer to high gas prices, and the “mask on...mask off” cure
for Covid. While bideninflation destroys your savings, a pork
barrel spending bill with $200 million for international “gender
equity” programs was passed by both parties. Soon we’ll be
wishing for a return to the days of Jimmy Carter. At least we
had Billy Beer. Would have been a great investment. Need
something stronger today...Russian vodka?

https://rumble.com/v10miez-world-premierewatch-the-water.html
Do NOT miss this one. Explains EVERYTHING about Covid.
Several people have sent this to me. I have
watched it three times...and found something
new in it each time. Too many “coincidences”
to ignore how seemingly unrelated facts come
together resulting in a conclusion you hope is
not true. Until Next Week...

GPA/DAD/UNCLE/ETC

My email: fns@franksiegler.com
My website: franksiegler.com
My blog: thefrankreport.net
This newsletter is published Saturday mornings and is by opt in
subscription. Just send me an email requesting to be added .
Or visit my blog.
Please feel free to pass it on.

